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Abstract—The focus of our research is to generate controllable
photo-realistic images of real-world scenes from existing obser-
vations, i.e., the inverse rendering problem. The approaches we
focus on are those through neural rendering, utilizing neural
network to decompose the scene, learn its physical properties
and render with novel lighting condition. In this proposal, we
discuss three papers and how they relate to our research topic.
We first look at a simple framework representing 3D scenes as
volumetric radiance field for view synthesis; Then we look at a
modification of the first paper to allow scene decomposition for
illumination, geometry, surface reflectance, etc., for relighting; we
lastly present a method using signed distance functions (SDF)
for scene geometry addressing drawback of previous methods.
Finally, we discuss our proposed solution for the problem and
possible future research directions.

Index Terms—Physics-Based Rendering, Inverse Rendering,
Neural Rendering, Scene Relighting.

I. INTRODUCTION

THe inverse rendering problem, i.e., recovering an ob-
ject’s shape, material and environment illumination from

images such that arbitrary views can be rendered with novel
lighting condition, has long been deemed as a highly ill-
posed problem in graphics and vision community due to
multiple times of interaction between light and the scene
before reaching the observer [1–4].

Traditionally researchers started from physics perspective
and explicitly modeled scene geometry and properties. They
either control lighting and camera view setting with com-
plex capturing system [5, 6], or estimate surface reflectance
and scattering under strict laboratory conditions [7–9]. These
methods produce physically accurate results but are hard
to use outside lab setting and are error-prone. Image-based
techniques render new observations directly out of 2D image,
but require strong priors such as assumption of known 3D
geometry [10]. They also often suffer from artifacts due to
inaccurate interpolation of input views, and heavily relies on
training data.

Recently, Neural Rendering has advanced in data-driven
solutions for the problem. It combines the advantage of explicit
modeling and image-based methods and constructs a physics-
based 3D representation of the scene with neural fields to be
queried for rendering.The state-of-the-art neural field scene
representation attempt to estimate scene geometry and jointly
recover fully-factorized 3D relightable model of the scene
using existing image observations of the scene [1, 11–14]. A
typical neural field algorithm is given in Figure.1 [4]. We feed
the sampled coordinates into scene representation represented
by neural networks, query scene properties to be evaluated as
output to calculate reconstruction loss for training.

There are two major neural scene representations in the
context of inverse rendering, volumetric radiance field [15]
and signed distance function (abbr. SDF) [14]. Note that SDF
representation encodes scene geometry as the zero-level set
of the SDF modeled with MLP, while radiance field encodes
volume and radiance (or its factorization) in the same network.

II. BACKGROUND

Regardless of the scene representation, systems rendering
scene under novel light condition must approximate the ren-
dering equation using a specified surface reflectance model.
Here we provide a list of background references:

1). The rendering equation in [16] describes the radiance
leaving a point x through direction ωo as the sum of the ra-
diance that x emits in direction ωo and the reflected/scattered
radiance at x in the outgoing direction ωo received from all
incoming directions ωi:

L(ωo,x) = Le(ωo,x)+

∫
Ω

L(ωi,x
′)fr(ωo,ωi;x)(ωi·n)dωi,

(1)
in which Ω represents the domain of ωi, fr(.) denotes the
bidirectional scattering function, which computes the incoming
radiance at x along ωi is reflected along ωo, n denotes surface
normal at x.

2). The general Cook-Torrance/Microfacet shading model
detailed in [17] is used for modeling specular reflectance in
this proposal. It is based on the idea that rough surfaces can be
seen as a collection of microfacets, and defines the specular
reflection on an opaque surface, and the works we present
make use of its simplified version defined in [18]:

fr(ωo,ωi;x) =
D(h)F(ωi,h)G(ωi,ωo,h)

4(n · ωi)(n · ωo)
, (2)

in which h = ωo+ωi

|ωo+ω0| , D(.) denotes the normal distribution
function. F(.) is the Fresnel reflection coefficient and G(.) is
the geometric attenuation, both vary w.r.t materials.

3). Used to represent direct or indirect light sources in this
proposal, the spherical Gaussian function has the form [19]:

G(v; ξ, λ, µ) = µeλ(v·ξ−1), (3)

where ξ ∈ S2 is the lobe axis, λ ∈ R+ is the lobe sharpness,
µ ∈ R3 is the lobe amplitude, and v ∈ R3 is function input.

In this proposal, we focus on three recent works that are
crucial in the area. The first paper [11] opens up a line of
neural rendering research combining neural implicit functions
together with rendering technique to achieve photo-realistic
rendering results [20], and serves as a simplistic starting
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Fig. 1. Pipeline for a typical neural field algorithm [4]. First, sampled coordinates are fed into scene representation for field quantities, which in our context
would be scene properties. Then the quantities as evaluated to calculate reconstruction loss.

framework for our work. The second paper [12] modifies
NeRF to allow scene intrinsic factorization and rendering for
relighting synthesis. We then evaluate the drawbacks of meth-
ods following volumetric scene representation. In presenting
the third paper [13] we look at the advantages of using SDF
for scene geometry estimation. Lastly, we present our attempt
at the problem so far, and discuss future research plans.

III. NERF: REPRESENTING SCENES AS NEURAL
RADIANCE FIELDS FOR VIEW SYNTHESIS

A. The problem
This paper works on novel view synthesis for 3D scenes.

It represents 3D scenes implicitly through a coordinate-based
multilayer perceptron by encoding volume density and radi-
ance at each 3D location. The scene volume is reconstructed
through 2D image observations of the scene. Previous works
[21, 22] also proposed using neural network as implicit scene
representation, but only work with simple synthetic data, and
are either not fully continuous or require prohibitively complex
setup for training. By adding positional encoding to input
coordinate samples and using hierarchical sampling technique,
NeRF is able to produce high-quality novel view for complex
real world scenes.

NeRF propose a data-driven solution for view synthesis by
modeling 3D scene as an emissive volume without scattering
of light encoded within a radiance field. It uses a classical
volume rendering technique [23] that is trivially differentiable.
It leads a line of following research in neural rendering.

B. Method
1) Setup: NeRF represents a continuous scene as a 5D

vector-valued function F : (x,d) → (c, σ), which takes
in input of a 3D location x = (x, y, z) and a 2D viewing
direction d = (θ, ϕ) as 3D Cartesian unit vector, and outputs
an emitted color c = (r, g, b) and volume density σ, see
fig.2. The 5D scene representation F is approximated with an
MLP network FΘ whose weights Θ NeRF aim to optimize.
The representation is multi-view consistent by restricting σ as
only a function of x, while predicting c as a function of both
location and viewing direction, which enables view-dependent
effects such as specular highlights..
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Fig. 2. An overview of NeRF scene representation and differentiable
rendering procedure reproduced from [11]. (a) Sampling 5D coordinates along
camera rays, (b) feeding those locations into an MLP to produce a color and
volume density, (c) using volume rendering techniques for color compositing.
(d) compare predition to ground truth image for loss [11].

2) Volume Rendering for ray evaluation: At any point in
space, the scene is represented as the volume density σ(x)
and directional emitted radiance c(x,d). NeRF interprets
the volume density as the differential probability of a ray
terminating at an infinitesimal particle at location x. To render
a view, NeRF calculates the expected color C(r) for camera
ray r(t) = o+td with near and far bound tn, tf traced through
each pixel of desired virtual camera by:

C(r) =

∫ tf

tn

T (t)σ(r(t))c(r(t),d)dt,

where T (t) = exp(−
∫ t

tn

σ(r(s))ds)

(4)

denotes the accumulated transmittance along the ray from tn
to t. This is estimated by applying stratified sampling approach
on ray marching, where [tn, tf ] is partitioned in 64 evenly-
spaced bins from each they draw on sample uniformly at
random: ti ∼ U [tn+ i−1

N (tf − tn), tn+
i
N (tf − tn)]. C(r) can

then by approximated by:

Ĉ(r) =

N∑
i=1

Ti(1−exp(−σiδi))ci, where Ti = exp(−
i−1∑
j=1

σjδj)

δi = ti+1 − ti measures distance between adjacent samples.
3) Optimization improvements: To achieve state-of-the-art

quality, the model introduces two additional improvements.
Positional Encoding of input coordinates facilitate deep

networks to learn high frequency functions. As shown in
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Fig. 3. Comparison for test-set views on selection of real world scene and synthetic scene across different methods. NeRF is able to recover fine detail
in both geometry and appearance. On synthetic Lego, LLFF exhibits band ghosting artifact inside the object; NV cannot capture fine details; SRN produces
distorted rendering. On real world fern, NV fails in this case; LLFF is designed for this use and therefore performs well, while NeRF produce more consistent
geometry across views; SRN captures only low-frequency details of the object.

[24, 25], passing input coordinates through Fourier feature
mapping avoids the bias of MLP towards low frequency
functions, and improves the performance of coordinate-based
MLPs in reconstructing finer scene details.

Specifically, NeRF maps three coordinate values in x (x, y,
and z components range from 1 to 1) and three components
of unit viewing direction d separately with γ(x) =
(sin(20πx), cos(20πx), ... sin(2L−1πx), cos(2L−1πx)). We
take L = 10 for x and L = 4 for d.

Hierarchical volume sampling improves the inefficiency of
stratified sampling with evenly-divided bins in free space and
occluded regions which do not contribute to rendered image.
The scene representation utilizes a “coarse” network evaluated
at locations sampled with stratified sampling along each ray.
Using output from coarse network, a separate “fine” network
is evaluated at samples locations biased towards locations with
higher estimated volume density through inverse transform
sampling, and therefore accumulates weighted color samples.

4) Training: Around 200 captured RGB images are re-
quired to train each scene. At the training stage, the model
samples from the set of all pixels (each with one ray) and
uses hierarchical sampling for coarse and fine network. Then
the model predicts pixel-wise color with Eqn. (4). The loss
is calculated via MSE between rendered and true pixel colors
for both coarse and fine renderings.

C. Results

In the article, both synthetic rendering of objects and real
world captured images are used for evaluating the performance
of this method comparing to other state-of-the-art methods
Neural Volume [15], Local Light Field Fusion [26] and Scene
Representation Network [21].

Quantitative results On synthetic datasets rendered with
complex object with non-Lambertian materials by Blender,
NeRF is able to outperform all SOTA baseline on PSNR,
SSIM and LPIPS [27] metrics. As for front-facing capture
of real scenes, Neural Volume [15] is unable to train on this
scenario. NeRF is able to outperform the other two baseline
methods on PSNR and SSIM, but is not able to beat LLFF as

the latter is specifically designed for dataset captured in the
particular setup.

Qualitative results Examples are in Fig.3. For the synthetic
case, NeRF is able to recover fine details for both geometry
and material while preserving 3D view consistency. LLFF
shows band artifacts and ghosting effects on certain cases;
SRN produces blurry and distorted renderings, and NV fails
to capture finer geometric details. On real captured scenes NV
fails completely; SRN only captures color variance, and is
unable to produce any fine details; LLFF is designed for this
type of data, but NeRF is still able to achieve higher view
consistency over certain cases.

D. Discussion

NeRF presents the first continuous scene representation to
render from real captured RGB images and synthesize photo-
realistic novel views. Compare to its baseline methods, NeRF
is advantageous not only in that it achieves superior image
quality and better metrics, but also for its simplicity.

NeRF provides the foundation of the proposal, offering
many valuable insights. 1) It demonstrates that encoding 3D
volume in a continuous MLP and solves the dilemma of
limited resolution for voxels is possible, unlike claimed by
Neural Volume to be impossible due to limited size of the
network. 2) The volume density is only location dependent
while radiance is also view dependent, creating asymmetry
between x and d, which contribute to avoiding shape-radiance
entanglement [28]. 3) The differentiable nature of volume
rendering allows the network parameters to be optimized
directly by using gradient descent to avoid discontinuity issue
in traditional graphics approach.

There are also striking limitations to this method. NeRF
requires training time in terms of days for a single scene and
around 30s for inferring a single view, and it does not allow
animated motion synthesis of the object, performs poorly for
view interpolation, etc. Most importantly for our case, NeRF
does not consider varying illumination in the scene because the
volume emission is baked in as direct output of the MLP, and
does not model indirect illumination for dynamic rendering
of shadows. In the following section, we look at a work that
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takes advantage of the simple skeleton framework provided
by NeRF, and provide insights on how to enable relighting for
inverse rendering problem.

IV. NERD: NEURAL REFLECTANCE DECOMPOSITION
FROM IMAGE COLLECTIONS

A. The problem

After NeRF proposed a working solution for implicit scene
representation, NeRD modifies its model architecture for in-
verse rendering problem, i.e., estimating one or more illumi-
nation, reflectance properties and shape of a scene given its
image collections captured under possibly varying illumina-
tion.

As NeRF assumes baked-in lighting within radiance field
and does not work for varying illumination, NeRD modifies
the learnt quantities within the radiance field from RGB
colors to relightable reflectance parameters and surface nor-
mal prediction. It continues with implicit continuous scene
representation in NeRF, and produces relit images under novel
illumination as well as arbitrary views.

Works such as [1, 22] have focused on modeling light
transport and supports shadow rendering and other advanced
lighting effects with high computational cost as trade-off.
But NeRD does not explicitly model shadow and does not
model indirect illumination. It also assumes opaque surface
and therefore does not consider Bidirectional Transmittance
Distribution Function(BTDF), and assumes BRDF represent-
ing full surface reflectance.

Fig. 4. The architecture of NeRD consists of two networks reproduced
from [12]. Here, Nϕ1

/Nϕ2
denote instances of the main network encoding

reflectance volume, γ(x) is the Fourier Embedding, and Γj denotes the SG
parameters per image j. c is output color and σ is volume density. “Comp”
denotes the alpha composition of individual samples along the ray [12].

B. Method

1) Overview: NeRD aims to optimize a 3D volume, in
which at each location x = (x, y, z) it encodes volume density
σ ∈ R, and replace radiance value with BRDF parameters
b ∈ R5 and surface normal n ∈ R3. A single environment
map is estimated as the sum of 24 spherical Gaussian mixtures
with Γ ∈ R24×7 as Eqn. (3).

2) Network Architecture & Training: The Sampling Net-
work in the left of fig.4 resembles the “coarse” network
of NeRF, but estimate a view-independent and illumination-
dependent color at each location by concatenating the output of
the encoding layers with a condensed embedding of spherical
Gaussians inspired by NeRF-w [29]. It is optimized by MSE

loss w.r.t. ground truth pixel color. The sampling network
establish a sampling pattern for decomposition network.

The Decomposition Network in the right of fig.4 has a
decomposition step and a rendering step between output of 3D
volume and color prediction. The decomposition step estimates
view and illumination dependent BRDF parameters based on
the Disney BRDF basecolor-metallic parameterization [30]
and surface normal at each point. NeRD then calculates
specular component via Eqn.(2). Specifically, the model uses
the sum of 24 spherical Gaussian evaluations to approximate
Eqn.(1):

Lo(ωo,x) ≈
24∑

m=1

ρsg(ωo,Γm,n,b), (5)

in which Lo denotes emitted radiance, ρsg denotes the spheri-
cal Gaussian rendering evaluation, ωo denotes the outgoing ray
direction. The viewing direction is the inverse ray direction.

In the decomposition step, NeRD does not directly estimate
surface normals, instead defines it as the normalized negative
gradient of the density field: n = − ▽xσ

∥▽xσ∥ inspired by [2].
To estimate BRDF, NeRD passes the output of 3D encoding
volume to an auto-encoder which creates a 2-dimensional
latent space encoding all possible spatially varying BRDF in
the scene. A decoder then outputs the 5D BRDF parameter b
based on basecolor-metallic decomposition.

The re-rendered result of evaluating randomly-generated
rays through estimated volume density, normal and BRDF is
compared with input images via Mean Squared Error loss,
which is backpropagated to all scene intrinsic parameters
including illumination Γ for joint optimization.

Tonemapping on color prediction is applied by auto-
exposure post-processing directly before comparing with MSE
loss to account for sRGB curve and white balancing applied
to the Low Dynamic Range images of the dataset. It calculates
the luminance and exposure value of input image, and applies
white balance to predicted RGB based on the same exposure
value.

3) Mesh Extraction: NeRD is able to extract textured mesh
after training via a pipeline that generates a point cloud,
computing a mesh and generating texture map for wrapping.
The method is not highly efficient nor trivial to use, but it
works with traditional graphics engine and produce relit result
more easily. NeRF is only able to generate mesh with texture
that has baked lighting.

C. Results

NeRD uses both synthetic scenes with ground truth BRDF
to showcase the decomposition results and real world scenes
captured under varying illumination.

1) Decomposition result: The output reflectance parameter
estimated by NeRD is able to be used for rendering and
provide an image that is very close to ground truth, although
each part of decomposition does not necessarily match the
ground truth decomposition. See Fig.5. NeRD runs relight
model from [31] on NeRF to show that NeRF is unable to
create coherent geometry and results in different BRDF maps
across views. NeRD therefore claims that jointly optimizing
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Fig. 5. Selected results on NeRD model decomposition and relight results. The environment map is reconstructed in low-frequency and loses details. The
relit results are generated from ground truth lighting within a path tracer.

shape and reflectance parameters is necessary for scene intrin-
sic estimation.

2) Relighting and novel view synthesis: Relit result of
NeRD is evaluated qualitatively, as stated by NeRD to be
visually close to held-out validation images of the same
scene. Several fine details are missing in the reconstruction,
and specular highlight is missing occasionally from grazing
angle. For novel view synthesis, NeRD uses a baseline NeRF-
A inspired by [29] which works on dataset with varying
illumination. NeRD is able to outperform both NeRF and
NeRF-A quantitatively in the case with varying illumination
in the dataset on both synthetic and real world scenes.

D. Discussion

NeRD proposes a method for estimating 3D shape, re-
flectance, illumination from RGB image collection based on
coordinate-based implicit scene representation. It is closely re-
lated to NeRF, and optimizing scene intrinsics jointly through
the quality of output rendering of the reconstructed scene rep-
resentation. By enforcing the underlying shape and reflectance
to be the same for one scene, the approach is able to converge
and preserve consistency across various illumination condition.

For the aspect of the proposal, NeRD offers valuable insight
for the problem we want to solve. NeRD shows that by altering
quantities encoded in the 3D Neural volume, it is possible to
perform scene editing, modifying scene illumination, material
editing, etc. It gives a generic approach for reflectance estima-
tion within the scene for later research to focus on improving
specific materials such as glossy surface [3] It also leverages
the link between surface normal and volume density, which
however can also be a source of error.

Indeed when calculating surface normal directly from vol-
ume density, the accuracy of normals is strongly correlated
to the quality of predicted volume density. Both NeRF and
NeRD often produce noisy and low fidelity geometry, and is
unable to adequately reconstruct fine details, especially for
NeRD. Another issue is that even if we ignore the inaccurate
assumption of NeRF that does not model light transport,
NeRD decomposes BRDF down to a 2-D embedding space,
and extract diffuse and specular encoding from the decoded
embedding, causing in an entanglement between the diffuse
and specular components of surface reflectance. Specular

reflectance is modeled as a 3-channel RGB color contributing
to surface reflectance in terms of ”specular tint”[30]. In next
section, we discuss that modeling the geometry as a function
of volume density using SDF resolves the first issue [20],
and estimating specular component separately from diffuse
improves the second issue.

V. PHYSG: INVERSE RENDERING WITH SPHERICAL
GAUSSIANS FOR PHYSICS-BASED MATERIAL EDITING AND

RELIGHTING

A. The problem
Similar to the article discussed in previous section, PhySG

presents an end-to-end inverse rendering pipeline. While
NeRD is a method that recovers surface reflectance and object
shape jointly under varying illumination, it models BRDF
parameters from decoded low dimensional latent space and
computes both diffuse color and specular highlight jointly
from basecolor and metallic parameter term and occasionally
produces noisy surface normal quantities.

PhySG takes a step back and examines the scenario for
dataset with fixed unknown illumination. It models surface
reflectance in a physically-based manner by modeling specular
highlight as spherical Gaussian functions taking same form
as the approximation for environment illumination. For scene
representation, PhySG uses level sets of neural networks as
SDF to represent 3D shapes in the scene regularized by
Eikonal regularization[14].

B. Method
1) Overview: The scene geometry and surface reflectance

are jointly optimized in PhySG’s model, but unlike NeRF
and NeRD, PhySG models shape and surface-emitted radiance
with separate network. For a camera ray r = o+ td, its inter-
section x with scene surface represented with SDF is found
via sphere tracing[33]. Spatially-varying diffuse component is
represented via a MLP network mapping location to RGB
color, and specular component is assumed to be constant and
monochrome, represented with a SG.

2) Geometry Estimation: The geometry network of PhySG
is based on Implicit Differentiable Renderer[2]. Geometry is
presented as the zero level set of a MLP network:

S(x,Θ) = {x ∈ R3|f(x,Θ) = 0}, (6)
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Fig. 6. Selected results of PhySG on synthetic data. For a novel test view, comparison is made between predicted RGB image, diffuse albedo, specular BRDF
results and relighting results to ground truth images rendered by Mitsuba renderer [32]. PhySG notes the scale ambiguity in inverse rendering problems; hence
it aligns estimated diffuse albedo to the ground truth. [13]

where x is a 3D location, f with parameter Θ is the MLP
modeling the SDF to its zero level set S(x,Θ). Similar
to NeRF, a 3D location point is encoded with positional
encoding. The surface normal is given by the gradient of SDF
n = ∇xS. For optimization, gradients are backpropagated to
both x and n as in [2].

3) Appearance Modeling: After obtaining a ray intersection
at x, PhySG approximates Eqn. (1):

Reflectance is modeled as a sum of spatially-varying diffuse
component a(x,Φ) mapping locations to RGB colors and
isotropic monochrome specular component fr(ω0, ωi;x) =
a
π +fs(ω0, ωi;x) which follows the Microfacet model in Eqn.
(2). D(.) is represented by a single SG parameterized by h,
n and ωo, as well as roughness parameter and the remaining
Mx is approximated to be constant [34].

Shadowing term ωi · n is represent with a spherical
Gaussian function integrated over the whole sphere [35].

ωi · n ≈ G(ωi; 0.0315,n, 32.7080)− 31.7003 (7)

Lighting is assumed to be distant direct illumination repre-
sented by environment maps. The environment map Li(ωi) is
thereby represented by the mixture of 128 SGs.

The full approximation for the rendering equation is thereby
given by an approximation of hemispherical integral for spher-
ical Gaussian functions and dot product in a closed form
solution.[35] The products of spherical Gaussian functions
result in another spherical Gaussian function, which then to
be integrated over the sphere.

The radiance of the ray r is subsequently given by evalu-
ating the rendering equation in closed form through diffuse
albedo a(x,Φ) at x, surface normal n, environment map
{ξk, λk, µk}K=24

k=1 , specular BRDF {λ, µ}, and viewing direc-
tion direction ωo. Finally, the predicted color is compared to
ground truth RGB, which is differentiable w.r.t the network
parameter Θ for the SDF of zero-level set. See fig.7

4) Training: Apart from RGB loss which encourage closer
radiance prediction, PhySG applies a mask loss encouraging
more ray hit on object and incorporated the Eikonal regu-
larization enforcing the MLP f to be approximately a SDF.
The lobes of the environment map are initialized to distribute
uniformly on the unit sphere using a spherical Fibonacci

lattice[36], which is a fast algorithm for place nearly uniform
point distributions on the unit sphere.

Fig. 7. Pipeline reproduced from [13]. PhySG first uses sphere tracing to find
the ray’s intersection x with the geometry in the form of a SDF represented as
an MLP S(x;Θ). The surface normal n at location x is then computed as SDF
gradient. The spatially-varying diffuse albedo a(x;Φ) is represented with an
MLP. Given n, a, and viewing direction at x, the SG renderer renders image
to be compared with GT via image reconstruction loss to jointly optimize
scene properties.

C. Results

PhySG performs experiments on both synthetic and real-
world data limited to smooth object surfaces with specularities,
i.e.rough conductor. To mitigate the inherent scale ambiguity
between light and texture, PhySG applies a channel-wise scale
factor to predicted image Î to aligh with ground truth I .
Specifically, let Îr, Ir be the red channel of Î , I respectively.
Then the scale factor sr for the red channel is estimated via
sr = Median(Ir/Îr). This is similar to the auto-exposure post-
processing in NeRD.

PhySG lists NeRF [11], IDR [2] and DVR [37] as baselines,
while these methods all model surface color as baked-in
radiance. NeRF does poorly on view extrapolation because it
does not concentrate color around surfaces and cannot produce
accurate specular reflection from surface. DVR fails to model
glossy surfaces. IDR can model view-dependence and do view
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extrapolation but can’t synthesize specular highlights due to
lack of a physical model of appearance. PhySG performs well
on the task as shown in fig.6.

D. Discussion

PhySG uses separate MLPs to reconstruct scene geometry
and surface reflectance, and recovers environment illumination
via mixture of spherical Gaussian functions with a setup that
follows physically-based rendering more closely than NeRD.

For our proposal, PhySG provides insights for another possi-
ble implicit approach for neural rendering apart from radiance
fields. PhySG gives a closed form solution for calculating
the hemispherical integral for the product of incoming light
and surface material properties in the context of representing
geometry as SDF instead of radiance field. SDF as a zero-
level set for neural network demonstrates higher level of
explanability, as the intersection between ray and SDF as well
as the surface normals given by exact solution [2] instead of
an approximation as in radiance field. For next step of our
research, we plan to focus on signed distance fields as primary
scene representation.

There is a lot left to improve for the work still. Currently
PhySG assumes full light source visibility with no self-
occlusion. It works with an analytic BRDF instead of a data-
driven one. It also assumes non-spatially-varying specular
reflectance and monochrome specular highlight for the scene,
and cannot recover lighting without additional supervision if
the material is purely Lambertian. Finally, the training time
for PhySG is on the order of days.

VI. RESEARCH PROPOSAL

In this section, we first briefly present our experiments on
the relighting problem with neural rendering approaches, and
then discuss our vision for next step research directions.

1) Current Work: Our work is based on NeRD [12] dis-
cussed in Section IV. NeRD makes use of Disney BRDF
parametrization and computes the diffuse and specular re-
sponse based on its 2D BRDF embedding.

BRDF decomposition In our experiments, we look at
shape-radiance entanglement and predict the diffuse and spec-
ular response of each 3D point. The renderer uses the Cook-
Torrance analytical BRDF model. By changing the decomposi-
tion method of the scene, we aim to better disentangle surface
color estimated by the neural volume and improve reconstruc-
tion quality. Specifically, we have the updated approximation
of rendering equation as follows:

Lo(ωo,x) ≈
24∑

m=1

ρd(ωo,Γm,n,b) + ρs(ωo,Γm,n,b), (8)

where ρd stands for the SG renderer of diffuse component
and ρs is for specular component. Our model predicts more
accurate roughness parameter than NeRD compares to ground
truth, as shown in the third column of Fig.10. Roughness
controls diffuse and specular surface reflectance.

Relight synthesis The original NeRD extracts a textured
mesh from its Base color/Metallic BRDF decomposition.
Given no textured mesh can be extracted from our method, we

Fig. 8. Examples of environment maps approximated by 24 spherical
Gaussian functions vs Ground Truth.

render the closest approximate of relighted result under these
SGs approximated environment maps. With SGRenderer,
we replace the SG arrays in the differentiable renderer with
ground truth SG approximation, and generated relighted results
of the scene to compare.

One observation for the approximated envmap is that SGs
are not able to capture high radiance value (e.g. ≥ 1000
such as area near the sun) in the original HDR environment
maps, and therefore results in the relighting synthesis is darker
than ground truth envmap. In Fig.11, our results capture more
highlight details than NeRD, despite the overall object being
dark due to SGs error.

Fig. 9. Example of NeRD failing to capture the fine details of thin
objects. Instead it produces noisy and low fidelity geometry, and is unable
to adequately reconstruct fine details.

Through our experiments, we produce surface diffuse color
that is less dependent on environment lighting, as opposed
to the results produced by NeRD; we also produce better
rendering in overcoming NeRD’s hazy artifacts presented in
the corner of the globe (see first column of fig.10). We realize
the shortcoming of inferring the surface normal from opacity
encoded in the volumetric radiance field. Estimating normal
through defining it as the normalized negative gradient of
the density field: n = − ∆xσ

∥∆xσ∥ as in NeRD provides an
exact solution for SDF, but is merely a rough estimation of
radiance field. We realize that using SDF for scene geometry
representation provides higher accuracy for our model, as
shown in the Ship test result as in fig.9.

We also realize a flaw in our assumption in which spherical
Gaussiam form of illumination being considered as ground
truth illumination. Using split-sum approximation [18] as in
[38, 39] to precompute the integral of specular BSDF with
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Fig. 10. Example of comparison of the decomposition results for each BRDF parameters between our methods, the NeRD model, and ground truth. Also
included are estimated environment maps as well as rerendered RGB images comparing to reference images.

Fig. 11. Relighting synthesis for Globe dataset with approximated environment map. Our results are compared to previous method. From comparison we
can see the specular component of our result is able to preserve texture details as opposed to previous method where the texture is too dark to be seen.

a solid white environment light into a 2D lookup texture
increases the integration performance and provides finer details
in environment illumination.

2) Future plans: Our first proposed direction is Shape-
radiance disentanglement [28, 40]. As discussed in recent
works on inverse rendering with neural approaches, real-
time rendering techniques in graphics can provide insights
on improving neural methods. For better environment illu-
mination estimation, several works [38, 39, 41] uses split-sum
approximation to precompute environment map factors; Neural
Radiance Transfer Field [42] proposed using precomputed
radiance transfer for limited light transport modeling with a
differentiable path tracer, and thereby achieving 2-3 bounces of
global illumination. We propose use to combine in our model
mature computer graphics techniques such as PRT to estimate
the scene parameters for more realistic and accurate scene
relight synthesis.

We then propose appearance acquisition [43] for specific
materials with neural methods. For instance, there are ex-
isting 3D volumetric models for specific type of materials,
such as tracing light transport through volumetric hair [44].
Works have also been done optimizing glossy material via
parametrization of outgoing radiance with surface normal and
mirror reflection [3] to make specular appearance better-suited
for interpolation. We believe that by looking into physics-
based model of materials, we can reconstruct better material
acquisition.

VII. CONCLUSION

This proposal is focused on inverse rendering problem
with neural approaches. Through three selected papers, we
summarize the advances and limitations of neural methods for
the inverse rendering problem, discussed our proposed modi-
fications on relighting and possible future research directions.
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